Switch outlet wiring diagram

There are a few methods for wiring switched and half switched outlets. Generally speaking the
outlet would get wired the same as if it were a light fixture. Alternatively it is possible to have a
split outlet where one half of the outlet is switched and the other half is live at all times. There
are two switched outlet wiring diagrams below that depict split outlet wiring. If you are
interested in converting a switched outlet to an outlet that is hot at all times, you should see my
post about that. Although Article The neutral conductor is required for lights in case the
standard wall switch is changed to a smart home device or other type of control such as a timer.
I think it is a good idea to include the neutral for a wall switch controlling an outlet anyway
because the regular wall switch could still be changed to a smart home device which usually
needs a neutral conductor to function. It has been a common practice among the uninformed to
use the grounding conductor as a neutral whenever a neutral is unavailable. That is an unsafe
practice and could be a shock hazard. When using the white wire as a hot or LINE it is required
that the white wire be re-identified with a different color. It has been my experience when
working on older homes that the hot white wire has almost never had its color changed.
Consequently it is not unusual to find that the white wire in a switch box is a LINE and not a
neutral conductor. Any receptacle outlet that could be accessible by children, including kitchen
counter top outlets, must be tamper resistant outlets. They prevent things from being inserted
into the outlet slots as children are known to do. Article In the diagram below the power is
shown coming from the circuit breaker panel. The same wiring diagram can be used if the
power is instead coming from another outlet and connected to one of the depicted outlets on
the end. In the wiring diagram above a hot and a neutral enter the single pole switch box. From
there a 3 conductor cable is installed to a switched electrical receptacle outlet. A two conductor
cable is installed from the switched outlet to feed an outlet that is live at all times. A two
conductor cable is run from the the switch box to another duplex receptacle outlet that is also
live at all times. The following two switched outlet wiring diagrams depict how split or half
switched outlets can be wired. The first one shows the method with the neutral conductor in the
switch box. The bottom drawing shows how it is usually done. Split outlets are standard duplex
outlets that have had their tabs cut to separate the top and bottom. In the drawings below only
the tab on the LINE side of the outlet is cut because the top and bottom are using the same
neutral. Outlets are split wired so that the top half of the receptacle is live all of the time and the
bottom of the receptacle is controlled by the wall switch. Depicted above is the neutral
conductor in the switch box as well as the cut tab location on the receptacle. The outlet above
has a tab cut out on the hot wire side to make it a split receptacle. Now a constant hot wire can
be attached to one screw and a switched hot wire can go under the other screw. No need to cut
the tab on the neutral side if the top and bottom of the outlet are on the same circuit. If there will
be two separate circuits, then two neutrals may be required and the neutral tab would need to
be cut. Depending on the brand of electrical receptacle you can break the tab between the top
and bottom sections of the outlet using needle nose pliers to bend the tab forth and back or
small diagonal pliers to cut it. In the wiring diagram below the white wire that goes to the switch
is being used as the hot conductor , not as a neutral. When using the white wire as a hot or LINE
it must be re-identified with a different color other than white, gray, or green. The switch leg is
controlling the bottom half of each split receptacle outlet. A three conductor cable is used to
bring the hot wire, the switch leg, and the neutral conductor to the outlet on the right. The
required grounding conductor is not shown in order to keep the diagrams simple. However each
outlet and switch is required to have its green screw connected to a grounding conductor. An
example of the above split outlet wiring diagram can be seen at the top of this post. Not pictured
in the photo is the next outlet down the line which was not controlled by the wall switch. All
outlets after the one pictured were hot at all times. My light switch wiring diagrams may be
helpful to you. For information and wiring diagrams about three-way and 2-way switches click
here. See my post about four way switch wiring diagrams. Necessary cookies are absolutely
essential for the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures
basic functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not store any
personal information. Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to
function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other
embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user
consent prior to running these cookies on your website. Sign in. Log into your account. Forgot
your password? Privacy Policy. Password recovery. Recover your password. Get help. One
example of a residential half switched electrical outlet. Dear Mr. Adding Bathroom Fan Switch.
Convert Switched Outlet To Hot. TV is Copyrighted Material. All Rights Reserved. Electrician is a
Registered Trademark. TV does not use cookies to track your personal activity. Contact us:
JohnG MrElectrician. Site Map Disclaimer Privacy Policy. Cookies are used on this website to
give you the most relevant browsing experience by remembering your preferences and repeat

visits. Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you
navigate through the website. Necessary Cookies are stored on your browser as they are
essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. Third-party Cookies
Non-Necessary that help analyze and understand how you use this website are utilized by
advertisers. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have
the option to opt-out of these cookies. However opting out of some of these cookies may affect
your browsing experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-Necessary Non-Necessary. Dear Mr. The
choice of materials and wiring diagrams is usually determined by the electrician who installs the
wiring, and by the electrical and building codes in force at the time of construction. In
commercial and industrial construction the wiring methods and materials are sometimes
determined by the architects and engineers who designed the project. The above two conductor
switch wiring diagram is from older homes and is likely not used much anymore depending on
which code book is in force in each jurisdiction. The two conductor cable from the ceiling box
to the light switch is supposed to have the white conductor re-identified with another color
because it is not being used as a neutral, but as a hot wire. Although re-identifying a wire is the
code requirement, it has not been put into practice as much as it should. You cannot connect a
receptacle outlet to this type of switch wiring because there is no neutral wire in the switch box,
but you can at the ceiling electrical box, assuming there is enough room for the extra wires. See
Article The neutral is needed for the use of electronic dimmers, timers, and WiFi smart home
devices that can be installed instead of an ordinary light switch. This is why the above wiring
diagram is not used much anymore. All of article pertains to the installation of switches. It is
very important to follow the electrical code and other building codes for the safety and
protection of your home and family. The photo above depicts the wiring diagram of a ceiling
light and light switch with the power from the circuit breaker panel entering the ceiling electrical
box. From the ceiling a three conductor cable with a grounding conductor is used to send
power to a light switch. The grounding conductor is not shown in order to simplify the wiring
diagram. It is easy to supply power to more than one light fixture as the wiring diagram above
shows. You just install a cable or conduit from a ceiling box to the next ceiling box. The main
thing to watch out for is having too many wires in one electrical box. There are code mandated
limitations as to the number of wires that can be in an electrical box as well as physical
constraints. Generally speaking each individual 14 wire requires two cubic inches of space
inside of an electrical box. A 12 wire requires 2. A switch counts as two wires. In addition
deductions must be made for connectors, clamps, and studs inside of the electrical box. If you
wanted to control the two lights separately from two different switches in the same box, a three
conductor cable with ground would need to be installed to the first light instead of a two
conductor cable. At the first light you connect the black and the white wires. The red wire would
continue to the next light along with a white wire using a two conductor cable. Of course you
could also install two separate two conductor cables to each light from the switches. The above
light switch wiring diagram depicts the power from the circuit breaker panel going to an
electrical receptacle outlet and then continues to the next outlet and then to a single pole wall
switch and then to another outlet. Multiple receptacle outlets can be connected with lighting
outlets as depicted in the above light switch wiring diagram. Duplex receptacle outlets are made
for feed through of the power from one receptacle to the next. The above wiring circuit was
made using only a two conductor cable with ground. The grounding conductor is not shown in
order to simplify the diagram. If a ceiling fan is going to be mounted instead of a light fixture, a
ceiling fan rated electrical box would need to be installed. In addition I would install a three
conductor cable with ground from the switch to the ceiling box. This would allow for the option
of having two switches, one for the fan, and one for the light kit on the fan. You can read my
post about installing an old work ceiling fan box. Typically the grounding conductors would be
joined together in each switch and receptacle box and a pigtail would be connected as well to
supply the ground connection on the green screw of each duplex receptacle and single pole
switch. Sheet metal, Tek screws , and wood screws are not permitted for ground connections.
The diagram above shows a two conductor cable from the circuit breaker panel going to a wall
switch. From the switch a three conductor cable continues to a ceiling light. From the ceiling
electrical box a receptacle outlet is fed power using a two conductor cable with ground. The
grounding conductor is not shown in order to keep the diagram simple. When I rough-in the
wiring for ceiling lights I usually install the power from the circuit breaker panel to the wall
switch and only install one cable to the ceiling light electrical box or ceiling fan box. I tend to
avoid feeding other things from the ceiling box so that the box can be moved easier if the
homeowner decides to move the light location before construction is finished or many years
after the construction work is done. Light switch wiring diagram above shows electrical power
entering the ceiling light electrical box and then continues to a wall switch using a 3 conductor

cable. From the wall switch a 2 conductor cable is used to provide power to two electrical
receptacle outlets. Having the neutral conductor in the switch box makes it handy to send
power to other things such as receptacles as shown in the above diagram. It could also be used
to supply power to another switch that controls lights in another part of the house. A three
conductor cable must be used from the light to the switch. Although it is permitted to wire lights
and receptacles on the same circuit I usually avoid doing that for the sake of the people living in
the home. If by chance someone plugs an electric heater, or something else into a receptacle
outlet and it overloads the circuit, the circuit breaker will trip off. With lights and receptacles
connected together in this scenario the room will have no lights until the problem is resolved. If
the lights are wired separately from the receptacles, they will remain on while the problem is
fixed. Electronic smart switches get wired a little differently than standard wall switches. The
smart switches also require a neutral conductor to operate. If there is no neutral wire in the
switch box, such as in the diagram at the top of this page, you likely cannot use a smart switch.
Though there may be a few types of smart switches available that are designed to operate
without a neutral connection, the type of functions that they offer may be limited. Research
before purchasing any smart switch or lighting dimmer. The requirement for a neutral in a
switch box has only been introduced into the National Electrical Code a few years ago. Prior to
that the person that wired your home originally would install the wiring in a manner that was
suitable for him or her. You cannot use the grounding conductor to connect the smart switch
neutral wire to. This can create an unsafe condition throughout the home and may cause
problems with electrical appliances. It is forbidden by article In the United States standard
residential lighting circuits are volts at 60 hertz HZ. The switch must be compatible to that.
Some of the smart switches that I have seen have a voltage range from to as high as volts,
which is for commercial lighting. To replace a wall switch with a smart switch first turn the
power off using the circuit breaker for that circuit. Remove the wall plate covering the existing
switch by unscrewing the two screws. Remove the switch by unscrewing the screw at the top
and the screw at the bottom. Gently pull the switch away from the wall. Sometimes the wires are
too short to pull the switch far. If you see a white wire on the existing switch, that is not a
neutral. As I explained above the white is supposed to be re-identified with another color, but is
often neglected. Check that the power is off using a non-contact voltage detector. Remove the
two wires from the screw terminals on the side or the push-in connections in the back of the
existing single pole switch. You can use a tiny screwdriver or a paper clip to remove the pushed
in wires. Do not cut the wires. The wires in the switch box are all that you have to work with.
Now pull out the white wires that are inside of the switch box, but do not take them apart.
Remove the wire connector on the white wires so that the bare wire is exposed. Keep the joined
white wires separated from the wires off of the switch. Put one of your volt meter leads Or
pigtail light bulb on the white wires and touch the other lead to one of the wires that were
removed from the switch. Then check the other wire that was removed from the switch. The
switch wire that shows approximately volts with the white wires is the LINE. The other wire with
no voltage is the LOAD. Ignore voltage readings that are much lower than volts. Turn the power
off again. I have noticed that some smart switch wiring diagrams from the manufacturer have
the equipment grounding conductor colored yellow. Standard electrical code wiring practices in
the United States require the grounding conductor to be green or a non-insulated bare wire.
Other countries may have the ground wire as yellow with a green stripe, or green with a yellow
stripe. In your switch box you should have one or more grounding conductors spliced together
with a wire connector or wire crimp. The ground wire from the smart switch needs to be
connected to that. If the wires are crimped and there is no pigtail to connect to, you will need to
remove the crimp. I do this by carefully cutting the crimp parallel to the wires using my Knipex
high leverage diagonal pliers. Try not to cut the wires. With the ground wires now separated
from the crimp, twist the ends together tightly using pliers. Tightly twist the ground wire from
the smart switch onto this group of ground wires. Twist an appropriately sized wire connector
onto the end. In some cases the grounding path is established through the metal armor of the
cable or metal conduit. Remove all unused clamps from inside of the box. The smart switches
are generally compatible with wall plates suitable for Decora switches though the colors may
not be precisely the same. For three way switch wiring diagrams go to my post. Four way switch
wiring diagrams are posted here. For switched and half switched outlet wiring diagrams see my
post here. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This
category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the
website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be
particularly necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect user
personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary
cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your

website. Sign in. Log into your account. Forgot your password? Privacy Policy. Password
recovery. Recover your password. Get help. Wiring diagram shows how the electrical power
enters the ceiling light electrical box and then a two conductor cable is installed to the switch
without a neutral conductor. Adding Bathroom Fan Switch. Convert Switched Outlet To Hot. TV
is Copyrighted Material. All Rights Reserved. Electrician is a Registered Trademark. TV does not
use cookies to track your personal activity. Contact us: JohnG MrElectrician. Site Map
Disclaimer Privacy Policy. Cookies are used on this website to give you the most relevant
browsing experience by remembering your preferences and repeat visits. Close Privacy
Overview This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the
website. Necessary Cookies are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of
basic functionalities of the website. Third-party Cookies Non-Necessary that help analyze and
understand how you use this website are utilized by advertisers. These cookies will be stored in
your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies.
However opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience. Necessary
Necessary. Non-Necessary Non-Necessary. How to wire a 2 way switch. Wiring a 2-way switch
is about as simple as it gets when it comes to basic house wiring. First of all we need to go over
a little terminology so you know exactly what is being discussed. It should also help in
understanding the functions of each type of switch. The cable consist of a black wire, a white
wire and a bare copper wire. When wiring a 2-way switch circuit, all we want to do is to control
the black wire hot wire to turn on and off the load. Now in the diagram above, The power source
is coming in from the left. Notice the black wire is the only wire that we are controlling through
the 2-way switch. You have an incoming hot wire black going to one screw it does not matter if
you use the brass or silver screw on the side of the 2-way switch and a black wire from the
other screw on the 2-way switch going to the load light, ceiling fan etc.. The white wires are wire
nutted together so they can continue the circuit. Now as for the ground wire. It is very important
to connect the ground wire to the switch as well. The Green screw on the 2-way switch is for the
ground so all ground wires should be connected as seen below. All ground wires bare copper
are all now connected incoming ground, load ground and switch ground. This makes for a safe
protected circuit by having all grounds intact. So what have we accomplished. By wiring a
2-way switch, The circuit below shows the basic concept of electricity flow to the load. Let's
assume the load you are controlling is a light. The electricity flows from the hot wire black
through the 2-way switch shown in off position and then to the light and returns through the
neutral wire white. This is a completed circuit. Now by understanding the diagram above, go up
to the top diagram and by using the concept shown here, just use your mouse pointer on that
diagram and follow the flow from black wire hot wire to the load and return through the white
wire neutral. This should give you a good basic understanding how the 2-way switch circuit
works and will help you in adding or changing a 2-way switch. So now that you have a basic
concept of wiring a 2-way switch, let's look at the following 2-way switch diagrams to see which
type of circuit scenario you have. After you have pulled your switch out from the wall, the wires
in the box and connecting to the switch should look like one of the following. How To Wire It.
Here's How. Pick the diagram that is most like the scenario you are in and see if you can wire
your switch! This might seem intimidating, but it does not have to be. With these diagrams
below it will take the guess work out of wiring. Still looking for help? Feel free to contact me
with any wiring questions you might have. Hey, doing it yourself is great but if you are unsure of
the advice given or the methods in which to job is done This site is merely a collection of how
some people do home improvements. There is no way we can anticipate every situation and we
do our best to inform of any risks for each job. Be sure to check local building codes for proper
installation and permits. If in doubt, hire it out. Want to turn a lamp on with a light switch?
Sometimes it is handy to have an outlet controlled by a switch. Step by step instructions on
how to wire a switched outlet. Looking to have an outlet be controlled by a switch? Follow my
switched outlet wiring diagram to learn how. Looking for ceiling fan installation wiring? All the
diagrams needed to understand and confidently install a ceiling fan. Wiring a Light Switch. How
to Wire a Plug. How to wire a split receptacle. Questions or Comments? Recent Articles.
Visitor's Favorite Pages. By code, the number of conductors allowed in a box are limited
depending on box size and wire gauge. Calculate total conductors allowed in a box before
adding new wiring, etc. Check local regulations for restrictions and permit requirements before
beginning electrical work. The user of this information is responsible for following all applicable
regulations and best practices when performing electrical work. If the user is unable to perform
electrical work themselves, a qualified electrician should be consulted. How to Read These
Diagrams. This page contains wiring diagrams for household light switches and includes: a
switch loop, single-pole switches, light dimmer, and a few choices for wiring a outlet switch
combo device. Also included are wiring arrangements for multiple light fixtures controlled by

one switch, two switches on one box, and a split receptacle controlled by two switches. When
the electrical source originates at a light fixture and is controlled from a remote location, a
switch loop is used. This circuit is wired with a 2-wire cable running from the light to the switch
location. The neutral from the source is connected directly to the neutral terminal on the light
and the source hot is spliced with the white loop wire. The white wire is marked black on both
ends to identify it as hot. At SW1 it is connected to one of the terminals. The black loop wire is
connected to the other terminal and at the light, to the hot terminal on the fixture. This is an
updated version of the first arrangement. Because the electrical code as of the NEC update
requires a neutral wire in most new switch boxes, a 3-wire cable runs between the light and
switch. The red and black are used for hot and the white neutral wire at the switch box allows
for powering a timer, remote control, or other programmable switch. Here a single-pole switch
controls the power to a light fixture. The source is at the switch and 2-wire cable runs from there
to the light. The source hot wire is connected to a switch terminal and the other terminal is
connected to the black cable wire. The neutral wire from the source is spliced to the white cable
wire and continues on to the light. At the light, the white wire connects to the neutral terminal
and the black wire connects to the hot. Here two switches are wired in the same box to control
two separate lights. The source is at the switch box and a 2-wire cable is run to each light. One
source is spliced to each switch with a pigtail to power the two lights. This diagram illustrates
wiring for one switch to control 2 or more lights. The source is at SW1 and 2-wire cable runs
from there to the fixtures. The hot and neutral terminals on each fixture are spliced with a pigtail
to the circuit wires which then continue on to the next light. This is the simplest arrangement for
more than one light on a single switch. A rheostat, or dimmer, makes it possible to vary the
current flowing to a light fixture thereby varying the intensity of the light. The dimmer switch will
have stranded wires that must be sliced to the solid cable wiring in a pigtail fashion. A device
like this should only be used with an incandescent light fixture and not with a ceiling fan or
other motor. See wiring a speed controller for wiring a rheostat to control fan speed. To wire
this circuit, 2-wire cable runs from the dimmer to the light. The source is at the dimmer and the
hot wire is spliced to one hot wire on the device. The other wire from the dimmer is spliced to
the black cable wire which runs on to the hot terminal on the light. The source neutral wire is
spliced to the white cable wire which continues on to the neutral terminal on the light. Here a
receptacle outlet is controlled with a single-pole switch. This is commonly used to turn a table
lamp on and off when entering a room. In this diagram, 2-wire cable runs between SW1 and the
outlet. The source is at SW1 and the hot wire is connected to one of the terminals there. The
other switch terminal is connected to the black cable wire running to the hot terminal on the
receptacle. The source neutral is spliced in the switch box with the white cable wire running to
the neutral on the receptacle. This diagram illustrates the wiring for a split receptacle with the
top half controlled by SW1 and the bottom half always hot. The receptacle is split by breaking
the connecting tab between the two, brass colored terminals. The tab between the neutral, silver
terminals should remain intact. Here, the source is at the outlet and 2-wire cable runs from there
to SW1. The circuit neutral wire is connected to one of the neutral terminals on the outlet, it
doesn't run to the switch. The hot source is spliced to a pigtail that connect to the bottom,
always-hot half on the receptacle and to the white cable wire running to SW1. The black cable
wire runs to the SW1 connecting it to the hot on the top half of the split outlet. In this updated
diagram, 3-wire cable runs between the receptacle and switch and the red cable wire is used to
carry the hot source to the switch. The neutral from the source is spliced through to the switch
box using the white wire and in this diagram, the white wire is capped with a wire nut. This
represents a change in the NEC code that requires a neutral wire in most new switch boxes. If
you are running a new circuit, check the electrical code to understand this and any other
updates to the required procedure. In this circuit, a split receptacle is controlled by two separate
switches. With this arrangement, two lamps can be plugged into the same outlet and each can
be controlled separately from two different locations. Here again, the connecting tab between
the receptacle terminals is broken off and the neutral tab remains intact. The source is at SW1
and 3-wire cable runs from there to the outlet, 2-wire cable runs from there to SW2. The source
hot wire is spliced with a pigtail to SW1 and to the black wire running to the receptacle box. At
the box, the black wire is spliced with the white wire running to SW2. The white wire is mark
black on both ends to identify it as hot. The red cable wire runs from SW1 to the hot terminal on
the top half of the split receptacle. The source neutral is spliced to the white wire running to the
neutral on the receptacle. It doesn't matter which one, only one connection is needed. From the
receptacle, the black cable wire running to SW2 is connected to the hot terminal on the bottom
half and to the switch at the other end. In this updated diagram, 3-wire cable runs between the
receptacle and SW2 to allow for splicing the neutral source through to the second switch box.
Here the white is not used for hot but instead the black wire serves that purpose for the second

switch. The red wire to SW2 is connected to the hot on the bottom half of the receptacle and to
the switch at the other end. In this diagram, two 3 way switches control a wall receptacle outlet
that may be used to control a lamp from two entrances to a room. This circuit is wired the same
way as the 3 way lights at this link. Three-wire cable runs between the switches and the outlet.
The source is at the SW1 where the hot is connected to the common terminal and the neutral
spliced through to the neutral on the outlet. The red and black wires running from SW1 to the
outlet are used as travelers. At the outlet, the travelers are spliced to run to SW2 using the red
and white wires in that cable. The black wire to SW2 is connected to the hot on the receptacle
and to the common on SW2 at the other end. An outlet switch combo device is handy when you
need both but you only have one box available. Like the split receptacles previously mentioned,
these devices make use of a removable connector between the two hot terminals to divide it
when needed. When intact and wired to one hot source wire, the combo can be used to turn a
light off and on while the receptacle will be constantly hot. Check here to see wiring diagrams
for a gfci outlet switch combo when you need a device like this with ground fault protection in a
kitchen, bathroom, or laundry room. This diagram shows the first wiring option for this device.
In this arrangement, the connecting tab between the hot terminals remains intact. The source is
at the device and the hot is connected directly to one of the hot terminals, it doesn't matter
which one. Two-wire cable runs from the combo to the light fixture and the switch output is
connected to the black wire running to the fixture hot terminal. The source neutral wire is
spliced to the neutral on the receptacle half of the combo device and to the white cable wire
running to the light. At the light, it connects to the neutral terminal. If you have a second device
in the same box with the combo switch, you can wire them together as illustrated in this
diagram. We use a receptacle here but any device such as a switch, timer, etc. The tab on the
combo remains intact and the source hot is spliced with a pigtail to the hot terminals on each
device in the box. The source neutral is spliced with a pigtail to the two devices and to the white
wire running to the fixture neutral terminal. The combo switch output is connected to the black
wire running to the fixture hot terminal. This is another option for wiring a combo device where
two electrical sources are used. In this arrangement, the connecting tab between the hot
terminals on the device is broken off to separate the two. The switch controls a light and the
receptacle half of the combo device is always hot. Source 1 comes in at the light fixture and a
3-wire cable is run from there to the switch half on the device. The hot from the source is
spliced to the black wire running to the combo and to the input side of the switch. The white
neutral from the source is connected directly to the light fixture. The red wire from the light is
connected to the output on the switch and to the hot terminal on the light at the other end.
Source 2 comes in at the combo device where the hot and neutral wires are connected to their
corresponding terminals on the receptacle half of the device. Lastly, the combo switch can be
used to control the built in receptacle itself, allowing it to function as a switched outlet. This is
handy if you want to use the switch to control a light fixture or other device plugged into the
combo. Here the tab between the two halves is removed and the circuit hot is connected to the
input side of the switch. The switch output is sent to the hot side of the receptacle using a short
jumper wire of the same gauge. The circuit neutral is connected to the neutral side of the
receptacle outlet. How to Read These Diagrams This page contains wiring diagrams for
household light switches and includes: a switch loop, single-pole switches, light dimmer, and a
few choices for wiring a outlet switch combo device. Wiring a Switch Loop When the electrical
source originates at a light fixture and is controlled from a remote location, a switch loop is
used. Wiring Two Switches for Two Lights Here two switches are wired in the same box to
control two separate lights. Multiple Light Wiring Diagram This diagram illustrates wiring for
one switch to control 2 or more lights. Dimmer Switch Wiring Diagram A rheostat, or dimmer,
makes it possible to vary the current flowing to a light fixture thereby varying the intensity of
the light. Wiring a Switch to a Wall Outlet Here a receptacle outlet is controlled with a
single-pole switch. Wiring Diagram for a Split Outlet This diagram illustrates the wiring for a
split receptacle with the top half controlled by SW1 and the bottom half always hot. Wiring a
Double Split Switched Outlet In this circuit, a split receptacle is controlled by two separate
switches. Wiring for an Outlet and Switch Combo An outlet switch combo device is handy when
you need both but you only have one box available. Email Print. Home Page. Control a
Receptacle With a Switch. Replacing a Switch. The collection that consisting of chosen picture
and the best among others. These are so many great picture list that could become your
creativity and informational purpose of Wiring Diagram For A Light Switch And Outlet design
ideas on your own collections. The team also provides the picture in High Quality Resolution
HD Image resolution that may be downloaded by simply way. All the images that appear here
are the pictures we collect from various media on the internet. Februari 19, Wiring Diagrams.
Posting Komentar. Find out the newest pictures of Vs V6 Commodore Ecu Wiring Diagram here,

and also you can have the picture here simply. The collection that comprising chosen picture
and the best among others. These are so many great picture list that could become your
enthusiasm and informational reason for Vs V6 Commodore Ecu Wiring Diagram design ideas
on your own collections. Baca selengkapnya. Juli 27, Ive received 4 emails in the last 2 weeks
asking for the correct wiring diagram for both a 66 and 67 beetle. Electrical problem volkswagen
beetle 4 cyl two wheel drive manual unknow miles i cant get the left turn signal to work the right.
The collection that comprising chosen picture and the best amongst others. They are so many
great picture list that may become your motivation and informational reason. Juni 10, Typical
House Wiring Diagram have some pictures that related each other. Find out the most recent
pictures of Typical House Wiring Diagram here, so you can have the picture here simply. Typical
House Wiring Diagram picture submitted and published by Admin that preserved in our
collection. The collection that consisting of chosen picture and the best amongst others. They
are so many great picture list that could become your ideas and informational purpose of
Typical House Wiring Diagram design ideas for your own collections. Lately I have had many
site visitors asking me to write an article on how to wire a duplex switch and receptacle
combination device. As with any electrical project, make sure that you take all necessary
precautions, most important being to make sure you shut off the power. Always review the
safety page on our website. Follow this link to get your copy. They can work in conjunction with
one another, or they can be connected and used independent of each other. In your garage or
shop, you would like to install a task light, like a florescent light fixture over workbench.
However, the walls are all finished so getting a new wire to a switch and then up to the light is
not that simple. However, you have a receptacle just above the bench that you can get your
power source from. A typical example of this situation is if you had the same scenario as above,
but with a 3-wire circuit, such as in a kitchen split receptacle, and wanting to add some
under-counter lighting for example. Just as the receptacle that you replaced will have the tab on
the hot side removed, here we have to remove the tab on the device as well. This will put the
light on a different circuit as the receptacle, but again will give you the desired result of a usable
receptacle, and a switched light fixture without a difficult wiring renovation. However it is an
example of how we can have the switch and receptacle operating independently from one
another on different circuits. Scenario 3. Here is a situation where your desired result is a
receptacle controlled by the switch in the combination device. Instead of plugging the light in
and out every time you want to control the light, this will allow you to keep it plugged in and use
the switch for control. Advertise With Us. Bookmark the permalink. Popular E-Book. Terry
Peterman, the Internet Electrician. Switches Receptacles Lighting Outdoor. A combo device is
the combination of switch and outlet in the same enclosure box. The builtin switch can be wired
to control the receptacle in the enclosure box. The switch can be also wired through a jumper
wire where the switch will control an additional load point such as lighting point. Before wiring
installation of a combo device, one must know the basic different between Combo GFCI and
Combo switch outlet. In Switch and Outlet combo device, the narrow blade is for Line Hot and
the wider blade is for Neutral. There is a break way fin tab intact to the line hot side which can
be removed if switch is needed to control additional load otherwise, a jumper wire can be added
between the switch load terminal and lower line terminal while removing the break away fin tab
hence, it will control the socket outlet in the enclosure box. The break away fin tab is intact
therefore, line hot is connected to the only one brass terminal on line side. The neutral is
connected to the neutral silver terminal. The switch load brass terminal and neutral is
connected to the light bulb. This way, the built-in switch controls the lighting point and socket
outlet can be used for other loads and can be connected via plugs. Related Wiring:. In this
wiring diagram, the builtin switch in the combo device controls a lighting point whereas, outlet
can be used for other loads. To add an additional outlet to the combo device, simple connect
the line, neutral and ground terminals as shown in the fig below. Use tight wire nuts for cable
and wire joints. Related Posts:. In this wiring diagram, the builtin switch is controlled by
separate source i. To do this, simple remove the breakaway fin between the line terminals and
connect the upper terminal to source one and the lower line terminal to source two. The lower
neutral should be connected to the source two neutral wire and the switch load should be
connected to the load point i. Keep in mind that if the break away fin tab is not available in your
existing or new combo switch-outlet device, then this kind of wiring connection is not possible.
In this wiring connection, the builtin switch controls the receptacle outlet in the combo device
enclosure. To do this wiring, simply remove the break away fin tab between two hot terminals
hot side. Now, take a jumper wire and connect between the switch load terminal and lower hot
terminal on the line side As shown in fig below. Finally, connect the neutral and ground wire as
shown in the fig. Note that if there is no break away fin tab between two line terminals, this
connection is not possible to do then. As discussed in the previous post here, any receptacle

outlet, switch and combo device connected to the load side of a GFCI are ground faults
protected. General Information about Electrical Outlets:. Related Electrical Wiring Installation
Tutorials. Thank you for feedbackâ€¦ New electrical wiring tutorials will be added very soon.
Stay tune and subscribe to our mailing list so that, you will get each update in your email inbox.
Your email address will not be published. Table of Contents. Electrical Technology 2 5 minutes
read. Show More. Related Articles. Electric Bill Calculator with Examples. Leave a Reply Cancel
reply Your email address will not be published. Close Search for. Adblock Detected Our website
is made possible by displaying online advertisements to our visitors. Please consider
supporting us by disabling your ad blocker. We depends on ad revenue to keep creating quality
content for you to learn and enjoy for free. The switched outlet wiring configurations show two
different wiring scenarios which are most commonly used. The wiring and connections will
depend on where the power enters the circuit. The connections for a switched outlet also known
as a Half Hot Plug. The diagram shows the power entering into the circuit at the switch box
location, then sending one power line for the outlet which is hot all the time and a switched leg
for the top half of the outlet being used for a table lamp or a floor fixture Instructions Switched
Outlet Electrical Wiring Diagram 1 The Electrical Power Source Enters at the Switch Outlet
Wiring for a Table Lamp or a Floor Light Fixture These electrical wiring diagrams show typical
connections. The diagram below shows the power entering the circuit at the grounded outlet
box location, then sending power up to the switch and a switched leg back down to the outlet.
Notice that these outlets have the tab removed from the "hot" side or Brass side of the outlet
which allows the top half of the plug to be controlled only from the switch while the bottom end
of the outlet remains "hot" all the time. This is shown in the pictures below. Ask a Question!
Switch Outlet Wiring Diagrams Summary: This switched outlet electrical wiring diagram shows
two scenarios of wiring for a typical half hot outlet that can be used to control a table or floor
lamp. Switched Outlet Wiring Variations The switch I am replacing has two red wires plugged
into the back and two black wires plugged into the one below. If I want to keep the same set up I
can just connect the two red wires to the top brass screw and the two black wires to the bottom
but must break the small brass tab between the screws not the plastic, correct? If I don't care to
use the wall switch all I have to do is to cap off the red and connect one black wire to one brass
screw and one to the other brass screw without removing the brass tab, correct? From what
you have described, I believe that you are correct. The brass tab can be left in place if you no
longer want half of the outlet to be controlled by the switch. More About How to Wire a Switched
Outlet Electrical Wiring for a Switch Outlet Combination How to Install Electrical Outlet and
Switch Combo Wiring â€” In most cases, the primary power source is shared between the
switch and the outlet, either with a wire jumper or the bridge or tab that is located on the side of
the combo switch and outlet. Half Hot Switched Outlets Explained How to Wire Half Hot
Switched Outlets: The brass tab is a link between the top and bottom receptacles that allow
them to be isolated from one another for applications such as a wall outlet that has one
receptacle controlled by the wall switch while the other receptacle is hot all the time. Wiring a
Plug to be Controled by a Switch How to Wire Half-Hot Plugs and Switched Outlets: The outlets
will need to be examined to identify the wiring that runs to the wall switch and then make the
appropriate adjustment. Learn more about Wiring a Switched Outlet. Estimated Time: Depends
on personal level experience, ability to work with tools, install electrical outlets and wiring, and
the available access to the project area. Electrical Outlets Parts and Materials: Electrical parts
and materials for outlet wiring projects should be approved for the specific project and
compliant with local and national electrical codes. Electrical Codes and Inspections: Installing
additional
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electrical wiring for outlets should be done according to local and national electrical codes
with a permit and be inspected. Do You Need Electrical Help? Summary: This switched outlet
electrical wiring diagram shows two scenarios of wiring for a typical half hot outlet that can be
used to control a table or floor lamp. Helping You Wire it Right. Recent Testimonials I think your
site offers the the clearest and best electrical information for homeowners I have ever seen on
the net. You have given me confidence to do my own projects which I never had before. Paul,
from Foxboro, Massachusetts I wish I found this site earlier, it is by far the best electrical related
resource I have found on the web. George, from Scranton, Pennsylvania I love this site for an
office worker that does not know anything about electric wiring. Collin, from Grand Rapids,
Michigan Thank you for answering my question. I was able to get this done. This site is perfect. I
am glad I found it. Please keep it going.

